(EN) SURVEYS - LimeSurvey - Who can request an account?

You can request an account for any PAS / PDI that has an active account at the Universitat de València.

Students from the University may also request an account for any research work, end of degree, master’s degree, etc. and under the permission of their corresponding teachers.

In the latter case, the teacher must:

- To have the account of the Universitat de València registered in the survey platform.
- You will request a group where you will be enrolled along with the students that will work with the platform.
- You will send an email indicating the students that will belong to the group.
  Students will request the registration of the platform by completing the account application form.

https://solialumni.uv.es/sol/mason/SelfService/UV/encuestas.html

The teacher will have the responsibility and caution that the surveys prepared by the students comply with the rules of electronic use, data protection and privacy described in point 2 of this FAQ that are read and accepted, in addition, in the account application form.

Case of the mail accounts usuario@fundaciones.uv.es

In this situation the account in the survey platform would need:

The request of the interested user accepting the legal terms and conditions.
Application or email from the manager of the foundation confirming the registration of said user.